
 

College Center Library Management System: - In College Main Library "Saral Library 

Management System "is used to maintain the whole record of the department (B.J.S. Dental 

College Hospital & Research Institute). It is Developed By Saral SofTech Company 

(www.saral.india.com). Library is a heart of the institute and work as an information Hub 

which uses the information and converted it into Knowledge. These days Information is our 

Forth need of our life. So it is very necessary to maintain it very well with the help of good 

Library Management System. A Library management system is software that uses to 

maintain the record of the library. It contains following work like the numbers of available 

books in the library, the number of books which are issued or returned or renewed a book or 

late fine charge record, etc. 

Library Management Systems is software that helps to maintain a database of Library like 

Accession Record, cataloging, circulation, various library activities, that is useful to enter 

new books & record books borrowed by the library members, with the respective 

submission dates. Moreover, it also reduces the manual record burden of the librarian. 

Library management system allows the librarian to maintain library resources in a more 

operative manner that will help to save their time. It is also convenient for the librarian to 

manage the process of books allotting by Subject or Department. Library management 

system is also useful for students as well as a librarian to keep the constant track of the 

availability of all books in the Library. 

Features of Library Management System: 

 A library management system is the most proficient and easy to use system for 

managing all the processes involved in a Library in the most effective ways. 

 This system will reduce all the manual work and the whole process can be managed 

just through single clicks and edits. 

 There will be no headache and doubtfulness of storing the data securely and 

searching the records of any individual afterward. 

 Any book seeker can rent a book just by signing in with their details, and return it 

with the date of returning. 

 The staff can also facilitate themselves with some extra authorizations and privileges. 



 

Only, one person is required to take care of the whole system, without any chances of 

Mistakes. 

 

Advantage of the library management system: 

1. It reduces the manual paperwork through it and gives proper information of books that 

have been recorded automatically. 

2. Librarian can update the information of books and manage availability and arriver record 

of the books. 

3. It saves human efforts and time. 

4. With the help of library management software, the user can easily search and find the 

books. 

The Library management system is nowadays essential for every organization. Moreover, 

the Software helps the librarian to maintain information about book issuing and returning 

the book before the last date. So Library management system is very useful for a Medical 

College Library. 

 


